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Dear editor,
Blockciphers play an fundamental role for cryptography in
information security, which usually consist of round functions and key schedules. As one of the significant modules
in blockciphers, key schedules have not received deserved
attention. Commonly, the key schedule takes as input a
master key and outputs the so-called round keys that are
used in each round. In the case of AES-128, the master key
is a 128-bit string and the total length of the round keys is
11 × 128 = 1408 bits. The AES-128 key schedule can be
seen as a function from {0, 1}128 to {0, 1}1408 .
Scientifically designing the key schedule part of block ciphers is an important but not well-understood subject. In
general, it is not yet clear what practical and necessary principles a good key schedule has to follow. In order to resist
some existing attacks, there are some properties on what
a key schedule should not have, e.g., avoiding (semi-) weak
keys, equivalent keys, symmetry and complementation properties [1]. Moreover, it should not be possible to mount trivial guess-and-determine attack attacks, meet-in-the-middle
attacks, related-key attacks, slide-attacks or invariant subspace attacks. Considering the key schedule from the view of
provable security is another direction. Chen et al. [2] used a
lovely key schedule instantiated with a linear orthomorphism
to minimize a two-round Even-Mansour cipher from just one
n-bit master key and one n-bit permutation. They proved
such AES-like construction can achieve beyond the birthday
bound security. Recently, Guo and Wang (GW) [3] also used
a linear-orthomorphism key schedule to obtain a birthdaybound secure four-round key-alternating Feistel (KAF) cipher from just one n-bit master key and one n-bit function.
They claimed this four-round construction is theoretically
minimal in the sense that removing any component of this
construction would ruin the security.
In addition to providing necessary cryptographic security, the efficiency of the key schedule is also of great significance, especially for lightweight blockciphers which are
often employed in source constrained environments such as
radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags and sensor net-

works. In these lightweight ciphers, key schedules are commonly highly simplified to optimize the software and hardware efficiency. Some key schedules have round-by-round
iterations with low diffusion [4, 5], or do simple permutation
or linear operations on master keys [6]. In particular, some
lightweight ciphers have ultra-light (in fact non-existent) key
schedule, and directly use master keys in each round [7, 8].
• Our contributions. We start with an interesting question of how to design a as light as possible key schedule from
the view of provable security and revisit the four-round KAF
by GW (see Figure 1(a)). Although the key schedule instantiated with linear orthomorphism can be efficient in some instances, it is still unsatisfying for lightweight ciphers when
applied in many source constrained environments. In this
study, we optimize the construction by GW and propose
a new four-round KAF with an ultra-light (non-existent)
key schedule. Interestingly, we find the orthomorphism in
their construction can be removed with a slight modification on the first round, i.e., applying one-bit rotation after
the first round function. We prove this refined construction can achieve the birthday-bound security. Compared
with GW’s construction, our proposal has two advantages.
The most significant one is that the key schedule is ultralight (non-existent), which needs no computation/memory
costs. One can simply bitwise exclusive-or (xor) the n-bit
master key in corresponding rounds without bothering to
any round-key derive function. Secondly, the one-bit rotation is more efficient than the linear orthomorphism used
in GW’s construction in most applications, because it only
costs a one-bit shift rather than addition or field multiplication. We believe our construction is theoretically minimal
(or even lighter than GW’s construction) because removing
the one-bit rotation or any other components would make
it totally insecure. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first provably secure KAF using identical round functions
and n-bit master key but without any key schedule.
On the other hand, we also investigate whether the same
one-bit rotation works for three-round single-key KAF with
identical round functions. This time we find such three-
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Figure 1 (a) Guo and Wang’s four-round single-key KAFSF
with key-schedule function ϕ; (b) our four-round single-key
KAFSF without key schedule, where ε is the rotation of one
bit.

round construction is not a pseudorandom permutation
(PRP) and show a distinguishing attack on it with only
four encryption queries. On the positive side, we prove that
three-round KAF with a suitable key schedule can achieve
PRP security. This is also the first provable-security result
for three-round KAF, which may be independent of the interest.
Below we describe our results more concretely and denote
by KAFSF the variant of KAF with identical round function. The proofs of all the following theorems can be found
in Appendixes A–C.
Four-round single-key KAFSF without key schedule. We
propose a four-round single-key KAFSF without a key
schedule and prove that it is a strong pseudorandom permutation (SPRP). See Figure 1(b) for an illustration.
Our security result for four-round KAF is as follows.
Theorem 1. For the four-round single-key KAFSF without key schedule, it holds
Advsprp
KAFSF (qe , qf )
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Remark. Note that the security result of our four-round
KAFSF can also be generalized to multiuser security via a
similar analysis of Guo and Wang [3], i.e., partitioning the
key into two good and bad sets instead of partitioning transcripts, while the security result of our three-round KAFSF
(will be analyzed in next section) cannot since there exists
certain bad transcripts.
Three-round single-key KAFSF. One natural question
is whether our refinement works for three-round keyalternating Feistel cipher. To address this question, we will
show a distinguishing attack on three-round KAFSF without key schedule. After that, we present a PRP-secure threeround single-key KAFSF with a suitable key schedule.
• Attack on three-round KAFSF without key schedule.
We show a distinguishing attack on three-round KAFSF
without key schedule where the one-bit rotation ε is applied
after the first round function (See Figure C1 in Appendix
C for an illustration). This attack is similar to that in [9].
Same analysis will work when the rotation ε is applied after
the last round function. Our attack on three-round KAFSF
requires four forward queries, and is as follows:
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(1) The adversary first asks L1 kR1 and L2 kR1 to the
three-round KAFSF, and receives the responses S1 kT1 and
S2 kT2 , respectively.
(2) Let ∆ = ε(L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 ). The adversary then
asks S1 k0 and S2 k∆ to KAFSF, and receives the responses
S3 kT3 and S4 kT4 , respectively. One can check the equation
S3 ⊕ S4 = S1 ⊕ S2 holds with probability 1.
When the adversary is interacting with an 2n-bit random
permutation, the probability of the event S3 ⊕ S4 = S1 ⊕ S2
occurring is about 1/N 2 . Hence the success probability to
distinguish this KAFSF from an 2n-bit random permutation
is about 1 − 1/N 2 ≈ 1.
Remark. As pointed out by Nandi [9], a similar attack
still works for the other simple variants of function ε, e.g.,
when ε(x) = α · x (the Galois field multiplication by a primitive element α) or any other linear function ε as long as
$

Pr[x ←
− {0, 1}n : ε(ε(x ⊕ c1 )) ⊕ ε(ε(x ⊕ c2 )) = ∆] is nonnegligible for some fixed constants ∆, c1 , and c2 .
• PRP-secure three-round single-key KAFSF with a suitable key schedule. Besides providing an attack on threeround single-key KAFSF without a key schedule, on the
positive side, we propose a three-round single-key KAFSF
with a key-schedule function ϕ and prove that it achieves
PRP security. See the figure in Appendix C for an illustration.
We begin by defining the key schedule used in our construction.
Definition 1 (Orthomorphism). We say ϕ is an orthomorphism if both ϕ and x 7→ x ⊕ ϕ(x) are a permutation on
{0, 1}n .
Note that ϕ(xL kxR ) = xL kxL ⊕ xR and ϕ(x) = c ⊙ x
(where ⊙ is the extension field multiplication) are two instances of orthomorphisms. Orthomorphisms have found
many cryptographic applications, e.g., in [2, 3].
Our construction achieves PRP security when scheduling
the key by the orthomorphism ϕ. The security result for
three-round single-key KAFSF is as follows.
Theorem 2. For three-round single-key KAFSF using an
orthomorphism ϕ as the key-schedule function, it holds
Advprp
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Conclusion. We optimize the four-round key-alternating
Feistel by Guo and Wang [3] and propose a new four-round
key-alternating Feistel with an ultra-light (non-existent) key
schedule. We also investigate whether our optimization
works for three-round key-alternating Feistel. We show a
distinguishing attack on three-round key-alternating Feistel
without key schedule, and prove that with a suitable key
schedule three-round key-alternating Feistel is a PRP.
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